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The Philippine peso, also referred to by its Filipino name piso (Philippine English: / Ëˆ p É› s oÊŠ /, / Ëˆ p
iË•-/, plural pesos; Filipino: piso [Ëˆpiso, pÉªËˆso]; sign: â‚±; code: PHP), is the official currency of the
Philippines.It is subdivided into 100 centavos or sentimos in Filipino. As a former colony of the United States,
the country used English on its currency, with the word "peso ...
Philippine peso - Wikipedia
The Philippines Campaign (Filipino: Kampanya sa Pilipinas or Labanan sa Pilipinas) or the Battle of the
Philippines, fought 8 December 1941 â€“ 8 May 1942, was the invasion of the Philippines by Imperial Japan
and the defense of the islands by United States and Filipino forces during the Second World War.. The
Japanese launched the invasion by sea from Formosa over 200 miles (320 km) to the ...
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